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Abstract:
This White Paper is an input to the ongoing discussion about the extension and refinement
of simplified Dark Matter (DM) models. It is not intended as a comprehensive review of the
discussed subjects, but instead summarizes ideas and concepts arising from a brainstorming
workshop that can be useful when defining the next generation of simplified DM models
(SDMM). In this spirit, based on two concrete examples, we show how existing SDMM can
be extended to provide a more accurate and comprehensive framework to interpret and
characterise collider searches. In the first example we extend the canonical SDMM with a
scalar mediator to include mixing with the Higgs boson. We show that this approach not
only provides a better description of the underlying kinematic properties that a complete
model would possess, but also o↵ers the option of using this more realistic class of scalar
mixing models to compare and combine consistently searches based on di↵erent experi-
mental signatures. The second example outlines how a new physics signal observed in a
visible channel can be connected to DM by extending a simplified model including e↵ective
couplings. In the next part of the White Paper we outline other interesting options for
SDMM that could be studied in more detail in the future. Finally, we review important
aspects of supersymmetric models for DM and use them to propose how to develop more
complete SDMMs.
This White Paper is a summary of the brainstorming meeting “Next generation of simpli-
fied Dark Matter models” that took place at Imperial College, London on May 6, 2016, and
corresponding follow-up studies on selected subjects.
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1 Introduction
This White Paper summarises discussions during the brainstorming meeting “Next gener-
ation of simplified Dark Matter models” held at the Imperial College, London on May 6,
2016 [1] and expands on a few selected topics that were considered to be the most important
for the near future.
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This informal brainstorming meeting followed thematically the one hosted at Imperial
in May 2014, which focused on the interplay and characterization of Dark Matter (DM)
searches at colliders and in direct detection experiments, summarised in a White Paper [2],
which in part builds upon work documented in [3].
Since then several important developments in the characterisation of DM searches at
colliders have taken place, most notably the activities of the LHC DM forum (LHC DMF) [4]
and the newly-founded LHC DM working group [5].
Central to this e↵ort are simplified DM models (SDMM), which have replaced inter-
pretations using a universal set of operators in an e↵ective field theory (EFT) [6–11] as the
main vehicle to characterise DM searches at colliders. However, as discussed in [4], EFT
interpretations can still provide useful information and complement the SDMM approach
for collider searches. Today, SDMM are also used for comparisons with other searches,
such as those conducted by direct detection and indirect detection experiments (see [5]).
The majority of these SDMMs are derived from simple Lagrangians that are governed
by four basic parameters: a mediator mass (mmed), the DM candidate mass (m ), the
coupling of the mediator to Standard Model (SM) particles (usually quarks or gluons, gSM),
and the coupling of the mediator to DM particles (gDM). While these simplistic models
have been very useful to map out the general characteristics of DM searches at colliders,
they are often too simple to capture fully the detailed physics of all relevant searches.
Therefore, a well-defined extension of these SDMMs is required in order to allow for
a more refined characterisation and comparison of all relevant DM searches. This should
also include resonance searches in the dijet, dilepton, diphoton and other channels with
only SM particles in the final state, which are not directly looking for the DM particles
but can nevertheless be very powerful in constraining the mediator mass and couplings.
Furthermore, this next generation of SDMMs should ideally also address some of the the-
oretical shortcomings inherent to the simplistic first-generation SDMMs.
The scope of the brainstorming meeting was to discuss options for defining the next
generation of SDMMs and, if deemed relevant/possible, to contribute to the development
of consistent, state-of-the-art SDMM extensions.
In Section 2 of this White Paper we discuss in detail a simplified scalar singlet mediator
model, which includes mixing between the SM Higgs boson and another scalar. In contrast
to the simplified scalar model recommended in [4] this class of mixing models allows for
a more consistent interpretation of missing transverse energy searches, such as monojet,
mono-V , and VBF-tagged analyses that are sensitive to di↵erent production modes —
gluon fusion, associated, and vector boson fusion (VBF) production, respectively.
In Section 3 we use the example of the observed 750GeV excess in high-mass diphoton
searches at ATLAS and CMS with the 2015 data to outline how a hypothetical signal for
the production of a new mediator can be connected to DM using simplified models. While
this excess was not confirmed by the new data collected by both experiments up to mid
2016, this exercise is an example of a case study on how to correlate searches with di↵erent
experimental signatures to characterise the properties of a new particle discovery in the
context of DM studies.
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Following these two detailed examples comparing and combining di↵erent experimental
searches using SDMMs, in Section 4 we outline qualitatively other interesting options for
simplified models that could be studied in more detail in the future, while in Section 5 we
review some aspects of supersymmetric (SUSY) models that are important for DM physics.
We summarise the White Paper and make recommendations for future work on the
extension and refinement of SDMMs in Section 6.
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2 Scalar singlet model with mixing
In this Section we discuss the simplest extension of the scalar-mediated DM model recom-
mended by the LHC DMF [4] that includes mixing with the SM Higgs boson. Extensions
with a more complicated scalar sector have been discussed, for example, in [12–17], some
of them are aiming to address the Fermi-LAT galactic center   ray excess [18].
Besides the SM particles and interactions, the model considered here contains a scalar
mediator s and a DM particle  , which for concreteness is taken to be a Dirac fermion.
The additional scalar interactions relevant for the further discussion are [19–27]
L    yDMs ¯   µs|H|2 , (2.1)
where yDM is a dark-sector Yukawa coupling and H denotes the usual SM Higgs doublet.
As a result of the portal coupling µ, the Higgs field h and the real scalar field s mix,
giving rise to mass eigenstates h1 and h2: 
h1
h2
!
=
 
cos ✓ sin ✓
  sin ✓ cos ✓
! 
h
s
!
, (2.2)
where ✓ is the mixing angle. In terms of these mass eigenstates the trilinear couplings of
the scalars to DM and to the massive SM gauge bosons and fermions take the following
form
L    yDM
 
sin ✓ h1 + cos ✓ h2
 
 ¯ 
+
 
cos ✓ h1   sin ✓ h2
 0@2M2W
v
W+µ W
 µ +
M2Z
v
ZµZ
µ  
X
f
mf
v
f¯f
1A , (2.3)
where v ' 246GeV is the Higgs field vacuum expectation value, MW and MZ are the W
and Z boson masses, respectively, andmf denotes the masses of the SM fermions. Since the
mixing angle ✓ is defined such that for ✓ ! 0 the DM sector is decoupled from the SM, the
state h1 plays the role of the observed Higgs boson with mh1 ' 125GeV, while the mass of
the state h2, along with yDM and ✓, are free parameters of the model.1 Note that, as far as
the couplings between h2 and fermions are concerned, the interactions (2.3) resemble those
of the scalar-mediated DM model recommended by the LHC DMF [4] after identifying
gDM = yDM cos ✓ and gSM =   sin ✓. Couplings between the SM Higgs h1 and DM as
well as h2 and electroweak (EW) gauge bosons are, on the other hand, not present in the
latter model, while in the context of (2.1) such interactions and their precise form are an
unavoidable consequence of EW symmetry breaking.
In this paper we focus specifically on the possible collider signatures of this model, and
how they di↵er from the LHC DMF scalar singlet case without mixing. Constraints on the
model from non-collider DM experiments can be found in [19, 21–24].
1In (2.3) the trilinear scalar couplings and all quartic couplings have not been included. These couplings
are all simple functions of sin ✓ and cos ✓ and uniquely fixed in the model (2.1). Apart from the h1h
2
2 and h
2
1h2
vertices, we ignore them here because they do not play a role in the phenomenological applications discussed
in this Section.
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For mh1 > 2m , the most obvious manifestation of the interactions (2.3) is through
their contributions to the invisible decay of the Higgs boson. The corresponding decay
width is
 (h1 !   ¯) = y
2
DM sin
2 ✓mh1
8⇡
 
1  4m
2
 
m2h1
!3/2
. (2.4)
After the transformation sin ✓ ! cos ✓ and mh1 ! mh2 the same expression holds in the
case of h2, if it is su ciently heavy. To determine the invisible Higgs boson branching
fraction from (2.4), one has to keep in mind that all partial widths of h1 to SM particles
are suppressed by cos2 ✓ and that depending on the mass spectrum also h1 ! h2h2 may
be allowed.
Another important feature of (2.3) is that the couplings between h1 and the EW gauge
bosons, as well as the SM fermions, receive a universal suppression factor of cos ✓ relative
to the SM values. The mixing angle and hence (2.1) is therefore subject to the constraints
that arise from the ATLAS and CMS measurements of the signal strengths in Higgs boson
production and decay [28]. Global fits [29, 30] to the LHC Run 1 data find sin ✓ . 0.4,
which implies that the state h1 (h2) is mostly Higgs-like (singlet-like). Constraints on ✓
also arise from the oblique parameters T and S [21, 31–33], but are weaker than those that
follow from the Higgs boson measurements.
Turning our attention to the /ET signals, an important observation is that the phe-
nomenology of the scalar singlet model with mixing (SMM) is generically richer than that
of the scalar-mediated DM model recommended by the LHC DMF. For instance, the cou-
plings in (2.3) that involve EW gauge bosons will give rise to mono-W and mono-Z signals
at tree level. The relevant diagrams are shown in the left panel of Fig. 1. The resulting
amplitudes take the following schematic form:
A(pp! /ET +W/Z) / yDM sin(2✓)
 
1
s m2h1 + imh1 h1
  1
s m2h2 + imh2 h2
!
, (2.5)
where s denotes the invariant mass squared of the DM pair, and  h1 and  h2 are the total
decay widths of the two mass eigenstates in the scalar sector. Similar results hold in the
case of /ET + 2j production through vector boson fusion (VBF), top quark loop induced
/ET + j signals, and /ET + tt¯ production. Examples of diagrams that lead to these signals
are also displayed in Fig. 1. We note that the contributions from virtual h1/h2 exchange
have opposite signs in (2.5), which is a simple consequence of the mixing matrix (2.2)
being orthogonal. The destructive interference of the two scalar contributions is a feature
that is also well-known from the DM-nucleon scattering cross section relevant for direct
detection [19, 21, 22].
It is easy to understand from (2.5) that the parameter space of the model (2.3) can be
divided into several cases with distinct phenomenologically:
• Scenario A: For mh2 > 2m  > mh1 , only the second propagator in (2.5) can go
on-shell and, as a result, only diagrams involving h2 exchange will contribute to the
various /ET signals arising in the model (2.1). This feature implies, for instance, that
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Figure 1. Examples of diagrams with an exchange of a h1/h2 mediator that lead, respectively, to
a mono-W/Z signal, a /ET + 2j signature in vector boson fusion, /ET + j events from a top quark
loop, and a /ET + tt¯ signature.
the normalised kinematic distributions of the monojet signal in the scalar models
with and without mixing are the same. In consequence, the /ET + j cross sections
in the two models can be obtained by a simple rescaling procedure. Working in the
narrow-width approximation (NWA) and taking into account only top quark loop
induced diagrams, one obtains
 (pp! h2 (!   ¯) + j)
 (pp!   (!   ¯) + j) '
✓
sin(2✓)
2gSM
◆2   
 h2
, (2.6)
where    denotes the total width of the scalar mediator in the LHC DMF spin-
0 simplified model. We note that additional contributions to /ET + jets production
arise in the context of (2.3) also from mono-V or VBF topologies. Such contributions
are not present in the LHC DMF model, but are consistently described in the SMM.
• Scenario B: If mh1 > 2m  > mh2 , the roles of h1 and h2 are interchanged, which
means that the interactions (2.3) can be mapped onto the simplified models that are
employed in the context of direct and indirect searches for invisible decays of the
SM Higgs boson [34–37]. Again, simple rescaling relations like the one given in (2.6)
can be worked out to translate the signal strengths in a given /ET channel between
the di↵erent SDMMs. Unlike the LHC DMF model, the SMM again allows for a
consistent description of searches for invisible Higgs boson decays across all channels.
• Scenario C: For mh2 > mh1 > 2m , both scalars can be produced on-shell and, in
principle, diagrams with h1 and h2 exchange can be relevant for describing correctly
/ET signals arising from (2.1). However, in large parts of the parameter space the
state h1 will give the dominant contribution, due to a resonance enhancement as-
sociated to the first propagator in (2.5). This is an immediate consequence of the
fact that  h1 , being the width of the Higgs-like scalar, is experimentally observed
to be small, while  h2 can receive sizable contributions from decays into DM and,
if kinematically allowed, into top quark pairs. The phenomenology of scenarios B
and C can therefore be expected to be similar for searches with /ET signatures.
• Scenario D: If mh1 > mh2 > 2m , both scalars can be produced on-shell like in
scenario C, and both contributions can again be important if  h1 '  h2 . As we will
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Figure 2. The h1 (left) and h2 (right) total decay width in scenarios C and D for several values
of yDM and ✓. In both panels the DM mass is fixed to 1GeV. An increase in the total decay width
of the h1 state at low masses and low values of DM coupling yDM is due to the contribution of the
h1 ! h2h2 decay channel. Note that the ✓ = 0.01 lines for yDM = 0.1 and 0.01 nearly overlap and
hence are seen as a single line in the left plot.
argue in the following, such cases can only be realised if yDM is su ciently small, and
thus are not relevant for searches in /ET signatures.
• Scenario E: If mh1 ,mh2 < 2m , the scalars cannot decay to DM, and the prospects
for observing h2 production in /ET channels will be very challenging. To probe this
scenario one thus has to exploit resonance searches in the SM final states. Depending
on the mass and width of h2, possible channels are   ,  Z, tt¯, h1h1, and tt¯tt¯.
We now quantify these general observations by studying /ET signals for di↵erent mass
hierarchies, values of the mixing angle ✓, and values of the dark-sector Yukawa cou-
pling yDM. We compare predictions from the SMM (2.3) with those of the scalar mod-
els [38–40] used in earlier LHC DMF studies [4]. The SMM and DMF models are used
to produce leading order kinematic distributions and cross sections for the monojet and
tt¯ + /ET processes. Monojet, tt¯ + /ET and SM Higgs boson events are generated with
MadGraph5 aMC@NLO [41] using the SMM UFO model [42] for the SMM case and the DMSIMP
UFO model [43] for the LHC DMF and SM Higgs boson cases. The widths of the h1
and h2 mass eigenstates in the SMM and DMF models are determined automatically with
MadGraph5 aMC@NLO as a function of the relevant masses and yDM values.
In general, the total width  h1 in the SMM di↵ers from the SM Higgs boson width due
to the additional h1 !   ¯ and h1 ! h2h2 decay channels, and the cos2 ✓ suppression of
h1 decays into SM particles. Similarly,  h2 includes decays both to DM and SM particles,
and depends on mh2 , yDM, and ✓. Figure 2 shows  h1 and  h2 as a function of these SMM
parameters for scenarios C and D, for which both h1 and h2 can potentially contribute to
the di↵erent /ET signatures. The kinematics in the SMM is expected to be driven by h1 (h2)
exchange when  h1 ⌧  h2 ( h2 ⌧  h1) — we will demonstrate below that this expectation
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is indeed correct. From the comparison of the two panels in Fig. 2 it also is evident that in
order to have  h1 '  h2 , the DM coupling yDM has to be small. In the limit yDM ! 0, the
decay rates of h1 and h2 to SM particles will however become dominant and, as a result,
mediator searches in SM final states will typically provide the leading constraints on the
parameter space. One can thus conclude that in the parameter space where /ET searches
are strongest, depending on the mass hierarchy, either h1 or h2 exchange dominates the
signals.
Next, we study the exclusive   ¯ production cross section and its kinematics for the
mass hierarchies corresponding to scenarios A, B, C, and D. As mentioned, scenarios C
and D correspond to the on-shell decays of both the h1 and h2 mediators to DM particles.
Earlier studies have shown that kinematics and cross sections are independent ofm  in such
scenarios [4]. Therefore, without loss of generality, we consider DM particles with a mass of
m  = 1 GeV in scenarios C and D, and scan values for mh2 , yDM, and ✓. In scenario A (B),
the DM particles are heavier than mh1/2 (mh2/2), and h1 (h2) decays to   ¯ are prohibited.
Provided that m  is smaller than h2 (h1) in scenario A (B), SMM kinematics should also
be independent of m . Consequently, we focus on m  = 100GeV (m  = 10GeV) for these
scenarios.
We compare SMM and LHC DMF kinematics by means of the predicted transverse
momentum of the   ¯ system, p  ¯T , which is a useful generator-level proxy for the /ET ob-
servable typically used in collider-based DM searches. Our treatment ignores experimental
e↵ects (e.g., selection e ciencies, energy resolutions, and detector e↵ects) that would be
relevant in an analysis at the reconstruction level.
2.1 Scenario A
Figure 3 compares SMM and LHC DMF model kinematics in scenario A. In accordance
with the expectation, we observe a close correspondence between the kinematics in these
models. The discrepancy observed in the monojet spectra near 150GeV results from vector-
boson-mediated processes, which are included in the SMM but not in the LHC DMF model.
Section 2.4 discusses the vector boson mediated (VBM) contributions in more detail.
Figure 4 shows the tt¯+ /ET production cross section for the nominal case of yDM = 1.0.
As expected, the SMM cross section times branching fraction approaches zero as the mixing
angle ✓ tends to 0 or ⇡/2. Previous studies have shown that   ¯ kinematics are independent
of the yDM value for the low to moderate mediator masses explored here [4]. The prediction
for  (pp ! tt¯ + h1/h2)Br(h1/h2 !   ¯) is smaller than both the SM Higgs boson and
corresponding LHC DMF model cross sections due to mixing between h1 and h2, and
because on-shell   ¯ production via h1 exchange is forbidden in scenario A. These results
also generalize to the monojet process.
2.2 Scenario B
Figures 5 and 6, respectively, compare p  ¯T distributions and cross sections for scenario B.
In this scenario, SMM kinematics clearly correspond to SM Higgs boson production rather
than to the LHC DMF model predictions. Figure 6 displays  (pp! tt¯+h1/h2)Br(h1/h2 !
  ¯) for representative mh2 ,m  values in the nominal case of yDM = 1.0. For intermediate
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Figure 3. Scenario A kinematics: p  ¯T in the SMM and LHC DMF models for the monojet (left)
and tt¯+ /ET (right) channels. Both plots correspond to m  = 100GeV, mh2 = 750GeV, yDM = 1.0.
The monojet plot includes a comparison with the SM Higgs boson production in association with
one or two jets, while the tt¯ + /ET plot includes a comparison with SM Higgs boson production in
association with tt¯ (the Higgs boson pT is displayed in these cases). The SMM kinematics for both
monojet and tt¯+ /ET generally agree with the LHC DMF model predictions in this scenario.
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Figure 4. Scenario A cross sections: the SMM tt¯+ /ET production cross section for mh2 = 750 GeV,
m  = 100 GeV, yDM = 1.0 as a function of mixing angle compared with the LHC DMF model and
SM tt¯ + h cross sections. Because the h1 !   ¯ channel is inaccessible in this scenario, the SMM
cross section remains below the LHC DMF model equivalent.
values of the mixing angle,  (pp ! tt¯ + h1/h2)Br(h1/h2 !   ¯) lies between the corre-
sponding LHC DMF model and SM Higgs boson cross sections. The finding that h1 drives
the prediction in scenario B also applies to the monojet case.
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Figure 5. Scenario B kinematics: p  ¯T distributions for the monojet (left) and tt¯ + /ET (right)
process with m  = 10GeV, mh2 = 10GeV, and yDM = 1.0. The rest of the notations are as in
Fig. 3.
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Figure 6. Scenario B cross sections: the SMM tt¯+ /ET production cross section for m  = 10GeV,
mh2 = 10GeV, and yDM = 1.0.
2.3 Scenarios C and D
Scenarios C and D in the SMM are similar in that on-shell decays of both the h1 and h2
mediators are possible. In principle, both mediators can therefore contribute to the /ET
production cross sections in the di↵erent channels. Figures 7 and 8 show representative p  ¯T
distributions for scenarios C and D, respectively. Representative cross sections for these
scenarios are shown in Fig. 9.
From Fig. 7 it is evident that the SMM p  ¯T distributions are generally softer than
those of the LHC DMF model. Within statistical uncertainties the kinematics of the SMM
signals are essentially identical to Higgs production in the SM. Figure 9 demonstrates that
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Figure 7. Scenario C kinematics: p  ¯T distributions for the monojet (left) and tt¯ + /ET (right)
channels. The results shown correspond to mh2 = 500GeV, m  = 1GeV, and yDM = 1.0. The rest
of the notations are as in Fig. 3.
the tt¯+ /ET cross section in scenario C is generally larger than that of the LHC DMF model,
and approaches the SM tt¯+ h cross section for intermediate values of the mixing angle.
Figure 8, which corresponds to scenario D, clearly shows the impact of h1/h2 mixing.
Significant di↵erences between the LHC DMF model and SMM kinematics are found for
large yDM. As yDM decreases from 1.0, kinematics approach those of the LHC DMF model.
The SMM production cross section is shown as a function of mixing angle in Fig. 9. The
situation here is essentially the reverse of scenario C, with the production cross section
remaining below that of the LHC DMF model.
2.4 VBM production
The e↵ects of Higgs boson mixing were not considered in the LHC DMF monojet model,
which includes mediator production via top quark loop diagrams only. The SMM, on the
other hand, also accounts for possible mediator production via s-channel or t-channel mas-
sive gauge boson exchange. The corresponding W/Z-associated and VBF-like topologies
are shown in the first two panels of Fig. 1. Figure 10 compares the VBM /ET + jets cross
section against the full result for scenarios A and B. We observe that the VBM processes
constitute an appreciable fraction of the total cross section already at p  ¯T values of the
order of two times the massive gauge boson masses.
2.5 Relic density
The DMF and SMM scalar models can be used to obtain the DM relic density in the
universe with an assumption that there is only a single species of DM particle and that
no mechanisms can generate/annihilate DM beyond those contained in the models. We
compute the relic density using MadDM version 2.0.6 [44, 45], which considers all 2 ! 2
interactions between DM and SM particles. The contours shown in the left panel of Fig. 11,
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Figure 8. Scenario D kinematics: p  ¯T distributions for tt¯ + /ET (top row) and monojet (bottom
row) channels. The displayed results are obtained for mh2 = 10GeV, and m  = 1GeV. The left
and right columns correspond to yDM = 1.0 and 0.01, respectively. The rest of the notations are as
in Fig. 3.
which are estimated following the procedure described in [46], correspond to the DMF and
SMM model parameter spaces for which the computed relic density matches the ⌦ch2 =
0.12 observation from the Planck collaboration [47]. Regions interior (exterior) to the
contours are those in which the obtained relic density is over-abundant (under-abundant)
with respect to observation. Note that the color scale is truncated at 1.0; larger values
of the relic density are indicated in the same shade of dark blue. As before, the Yukawa
coupling strength in the SMM and DMF models is set to 1.0. The SMM results shown
correspond to a mixing angle of ✓ = 0.2. The mass hierarchies of scenarios A to E are
indicated in the left panel. The right panel shows the relic abundance for the SMM model
together with several relevant mass relations.
The plots show that the observed relic density can be obtained from both the DMF and
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for the SM tt¯+ h and the corresponding LHC DMF model cross sections for mh2 = 500GeV (left)
and mh2 = 10GeV (right). All results use m  = 1GeV and yDM = 1.0.
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Figure 10. Comparison of total and VBM /ET + jets cross sections for scenarios A and B: the full
di↵erential cross sections for the SMM are shown as solid lines, while the weak contributions due
to W/Z-associated and VBF production are indicated with open circles. The results correspond to
mh2 = 750GeV, m  = 100GeV (left) and mh2 = 10GeV, m  = 10GeV (right). All results use
yDM = 1.0.
SMM models over a wide range of parameter space. Dashed lines are added to illustrate
which processes contribute to enhanced annihilation along the corresponding relic density
contours. For example, the vertical line labeled m  = mh1/2 corresponds to an enhance-
ment of the   ¯! h1 process. Likewise, the line labeled m  = mh2 (m  = (mh2 +mh1)/2)
corresponds to the enhancement of the   ¯! h2h2 (  ¯! h2h1).
Perhaps the most obvious di↵erence in the results obtained from the two models lies
in the region near m  = mh1/2. This region is depleted in the SMM due to the resonant
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enhancement of DM annihilation to SM particles through the light h1 mediator. In region E,
the lower SMM contour departs from the line of m  = mh2 , which corresponds to t-channel
  ¯ ! h2h2 annihilation, at a value of mh2 = mh1 . For mh2 > mh1 , the SMM contour
instead follows the line of m  = (mh1 +mh2)/2, corresponding to   ¯! h1h2. The upper
contour in region E also stems from t-channel   ¯ ! h2h2 annihilation. This region is
enlarged for the SMM because the coupling between the h2 mediator and SM particles is
relatively weaker (by a factor of sin2 ✓) than the analogous coupling in the DMF model.
The relic density shown in the right panel of Fig. 11 indicates a series of steps in the DM
abundance of region A at low m  that are not apparent for the DMF model. These steps
coincide with m  = mh1 ,mW , and are due to the additional Higgs and VBM interactions
present in the SMM.
Figure 11. Left: comparison of the DM relic abundance obtained from the SMM and DMF models.
The solid lines indicate regions for which the calculated relic density matches the observation of
⌦ch2 = 0.12. The m –mh2 mass hierarchies introduced in Section 2 are delineated with dashed
red lines. Right: the relic abundance for the SMM overlaid with phenomenologically relevant mass
relations. In both plots yDM = 1.0 and ✓ = 0.2 are used.
In summary, we have studied a simple extension of the LHC DMF scalar mediator model
that incorporates mixing between the new scalar DM mediator field and the SM Higgs
boson. We have shown that in several cases mixing leads to kinematics and cross sections
that significantly di↵er from those of the LHC DMF model. We have also shown that the
addition of W/Z-associated and VBF production processes leads to changed kinematics
and cross sections relative to the those obtained with loop-only topologies. The scalar
mixing model also gives rise to several distinct features in the DM relic density distribution
that do not appear in the LHC DMF analog. Overall, our results reveal that simplified
scalar models with Higgs boson mixing typically display a much richer phenomenology
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than the simple LHC DMF model. The SMM introduced in (2.3) represents the simplest
extension of the LHC DMF model that includes Higgs boson mixing, and thus allows
for a consistent comparison and combination of individual /ET channels such as monojet,
mono-V , and tt¯+ /ET .
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3 Connecting an LHC discovery of a mediator particle with DM signals
In this Section we discuss the possibility of connecting a new physics signal in a channel
visible at the LHC with DM using a simplified model with e↵ective couplings. For def-
initeness we focus on a particular example consistent with the 750 GeV diphoton excess
observed by the ATLAS and CMS experiments with the 2015 data sample. Although the
750 GeV excess did not survive in the 2016 data of ATLAS and CMS (see, e.g., [48] ) this
example still provides interesting insights on a potential strategy that could be followed
in case of a signal. Our pragmatic Ansatz links such a potential collider signal to other
experimental signatures, which can be used to verify/falsify a specific signal hypothesis
and to study its underlying nature. With this approach it is possible to define discovery
scenarios combining di↵erent signatures, which can be vital for guiding the experimental
search programme in case of a discovery.
3.1 Simplified DM model
In order to see how a direct-channel resonance such as the diphoton excess seen in 2015 by
ATLAS and CMS [49, 50] could be linked to a stable DM candidate, one can augment the
SM by a scalar S or pseudoscalar P particle with the mass of 750GeV and a Dirac fermion
 .2 The relavant interactions can be written in the scalar case as
LS = g S  ¯ + ↵s
4⇡
cG
⇤
SGaµ⌫G
aµ⌫ +
↵
4⇡s2w
cW
⇤
SW iµ⌫W
i µ⌫ +
↵
4⇡c2w
cB
⇤
SBµ⌫B
µ⌫ . (3.1)
Here Gaµ⌫ , W
i
µ⌫ , and Bµ⌫ are the SU(3)C , SU(2)L, and U(1)Y field strength tensors, ↵s
and ↵ denote the strong and electromagnetic coupling constants, and sw and cw are the sine
and the cosine of the weak mixing angle. The scale that suppresses the higher-dimensional
interactions that couple the mediator S to gauge fields is denoted by ⇤, while the Wilson
coe cients cV with V = G, W, B describe how strongly S couples to Vµ⌫V µ⌫ . The
corresponding Lagrangian LP for the pseudoscalar case is obtained from (3.1) by replacing
 ¯  by  ¯i 5 , Vµ⌫V µ⌫ by Vµ⌫ V˜ µ⌫ with V˜µ⌫ =
1
2 ✏µ⌫↵ V
↵  and, finally, g  by g˜  and cV
by c˜V . The DM phenomenology of such simplified models LS,P has recently been studied
in [51–55].
The production cross section and the rates for the decays of the resonance S (P ) into
SM and DM particles can all be expressed in terms of the Wilson coe cients cV (c˜V ), the
scale ⇤, the DM coupling g  (g˜ ) and the DM mass m . Assuming that the production of
a new spin-0 state is dominated by gluon-gluon fusion and considering for definiteness the
excess reported in [49, 50] and one obtains [56]
 8TeV (pp! S) ' 46.7 fb
✓
cGTeV
⇤
◆2
,  13TeV (pp! S) ' 208 fb
✓
cGTeV
⇤
◆2
, (3.2)
for the total cross section at
p
s = 8 and 13 TeV, respectively. These results hold to first
approximation also for a pseudoscalar P after obvious replacements.
2The formalism we present is also directly applicable to a Majorana DM particle.
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The partial decay rates of such a scalar resonance into pairs of vector bosons and DM
particles can be written as 3:
  (S ! gg) = ↵
2
sM
3
S
8⇡3
KG
⇣cG
⇤
⌘2 ' 1.93 · 104GeV3 ⇣cG
⇤
⌘2
,
  (S !   ) = ↵
2M3S
64⇡3
⇣cW
⇤
+
cB
⇤
⌘2 ' 11.3GeV3 ⇣cW
⇤
+
cB
⇤
⌘2
,
  (S !  Z) ' ↵
2M3S
32⇡3
✓
cw
sw
cW
⇤
  sw
cw
cB
⇤
◆2
' 26GeV3
⇣
1.82
cW
⇤
  0.55 cB
⇤
⌘2
,
  (S ! ZZ) ' ↵
2M3S
64⇡3
✓
c2w
s2w
cW
⇤
+
s2w
c2w
cB
⇤
◆2
' 13GeV3
⇣
3.32
cW
⇤
+ 0.30
cB
⇤
⌘2
,
  (S !WW ) ' ↵
2M3S
32⇡3s4w
⇣cW
⇤
⌘2 ' 485GeV3 ⇣cW
⇤
⌘2
,
  (S !   ¯) = g
2
 MS
8⇡
 
1  4m
2
 
M2S
!3/2
' 29.8GeV g2  .
(3.3)
These numbers are simple to rescale for any other possible new spin-0 state, assumin
that couplings of the new resonance to SM quarks are negligible. For definiteness in our
numerical results we use KG = 1.348 [56], ↵s = 0.092, ↵ = 1/137.04 for the diphoton decay
and ↵ = 1/127.94 otherwise, and s2w = 0.2313. In the case of the invisible decay width, we
set the DM particle mass to zero, as would be a good approximation for any heavy spin-0
state decaying into light DM particles. After replacing cV by c˜V , the above results for the
partial decay widths of S to gauge bosons also apply to the case of a pseudoscalar, while
to obtain the invisible decay rate of P one has to change the exponent 3/2 appearing in
  (S !   ¯) with 1/2.
Looking at the expressions in (3.3), one observes that new physics scenarios that lead
to cW ⌧ cB are generically less constrained than models that predict cW   cB, because
in the former case the decays to  Z and ZZ are suppressed by a factor (sw/cw)
4 ' 0.1
and (sw/cw)
8 ' 0.01, respectively, and decays to WW are absent in the limit of cW going
to zero. In the following we will focus on the model realisations with cW = 0 and cB 6= 0
(or c˜W = 0 and c˜B 6= 0, thereby avoiding constraints on the simplified model (3.1) arising
from resonance searches in the  Z, ZZ, and WW channels 4.
In the narrow-width approximation, the signal strength for the process pp! XY with
XY = {gg,   ,  Z, ZZ, WW} factorises into the product of the total production cross
section and the relevant branching fraction
µps (pp! XY ) =  ps (pp! S) Br (S ! XY ) , (3.4)
3The expressions for the partial widths to  Z, ZZ and WW are only approximations that hold in the
limit of vanishing W and Z boson masses, as is appropriate for any heavy spin-0 state. They reproduce the
full results (see e.g. [56]), which will be used in the numerical analysis, to better than 10%.
4We do not examine scenarios with cW ' (sw/cw)2 cB or cW '  (sw/cw)4 cB , which would evade
constraints from  Z or ZZ resonance searches by tuning cW and cB .
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Figure 12. Normalised detector-level /ET distributions for di↵erent values of cG. For comparison,
we show also the normalised /ET distribution predicted in the scalar-mediated DM model recom-
mended by the LHC DMF [4]. The latter predictions have been obtained by the POWHEG implemen-
tation [38].
and a similar factorisation also applies in the pseudoscalar case.
3.2 Monojet signatures
Since the couplings of the mediators to gluon pairs are implemented by means of e↵ective
operators
 
see (3.1)
 
, the factorisation of the signal strength (3.4) is expected also to apply
to the case of a monojet signature for any spin-0 state in the general class considered
here. This means, in particular, that varying the coupling cG (c˜G) should only result in
an overall rescaling of the total pp ! /ET + j cross section, but should leave the shape
of all kinematic distributions unchanged. To validate the extent to which the kinematic
distributions can be a↵ected by the detector e↵ects relevant for modern searches for DM
at the LHC [57–61], we simulate the /ET + 0, 1, 2 jet spectra resulting from the model
(3.1) using MadGraph5 aMC@NLO [41] with the MLM merging scheme [62], FastJet [63],
and PYTHIA 8 [64]. The modelling of the experimental resolution for /ET and the recoiling
system is done by using resolutions typical of the ATLAS and CMS detectors.
Fig. 12 shows the normalised /ET distributions predicted in the model (3.1) for di↵erent
values of the coupling cG. Within the detector resolution no significant variations in the /ET
shapes are observed, which implies that the signal strength µps
 
pp! /ET + j
 
for a given
monojet signal region is proportional to the total production cross section of the mediator
times its invisible branching fraction. For instance, for the recent CMS monojet search [61],
one finds
µ13TeV
 
pp! /ET + j
  ' 3.2 · 10 2  13TeV(pp! S) Br (S !   ¯) . (3.5)
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Table 1. The 95% confidence level (CL) upper bounds on the relevant signal strengths arising
from di↵erent LHC Run 1 and 2 searches.
gg (8 TeV)  Z (8 TeV) ZZ (8 TeV) WW (8 TeV) /ET + j (13 TeV)
< 2.5 pb [70] < 4 fb [71] < 12 fb [72] < 40 fb [73] < 14 fb [61]
The same expression also holds in the pseudoscalar case, since the /ET spectrum is insen-
sitive to the mediator type.
It is also illustrative to compare the normalised /ET shapes resulting from LS with the
spectra predicted in the LHC DMF model. Such a comparison is presented in Fig. 12 as
well. One observes that the e↵ective interactions present in (3.1) lead to a significantly
harder spectrum than the top quark loop diagrams (see the third panel in Fig. 1) that
produce the /ET + j events in the LHC DMF model. Numerically, the observed suppression
amounts to a factor of around 7 for /ET ' 1TeV. This is an expected feature, because
high-energy jet radiation is able to resolve the structure of the top quark loops [65–69],
while the production mechanism cannot be resolved in the model (3.1) where the coupling
of S (or P ) to gluons is implemented through a dimension-five operator.
3.3 LHC constraints
For the purposes of our subsequent illustration of the interplay between collider and astro-
physical constraints, we first explore for which parameters the simplified model (3.1) could
have explained the putative diphoton excess reported in the 2015 data [74]:
µ13TeV (pp!   ) = (4.6± 1.2) fb , (3.6)
while at the same time respecting existing bounds from dijet, diboson, and monojet
searches. The bounds are collected in Tab. 1. Notice that dijet production arises in
the context of (3.1) to first order only from the process pp ! S/P ! gg. In order to
suppress contributions to the diboson channels, we study the scalar scenario with cW = 0
and cB 6= 0. After setting MS = 750GeV and ⇤ = 1TeV, the full phenomenology in the
simplified model can thus be characterised by the four parameters cG, cB, g , and m . In
fact, one can trade the two parameters g  and m  for the total decay width  S by correctly
adjusting the DM coupling g  for any choice of cG, cB, and m . If this is done, one can
derive the constraints in the cG–cB plane for di↵erent values of  S . The outcome of this
exercise is depicted in the six panels of Fig. 13. We note that very similar plots would be
obtained for a pseudoscalar scenario with c˜W = 0 and c˜B 6= 0.
For the width  S = 45GeV preferred by the ATLAS 2015 data (upper left panel), one
observes that monojet searches severely constrain the region in the cG–cB plane in which
the diphoton excess can be explained.5 This observation has also been made in [51–55].
5From the discussion in Section 3.2 it should be clear that the strength of the monojet constraints is
partly due to that fact that the production of S, P proceeds via higher-dimensional operators. Milder
bounds are expected to apply to any weakly coupled model with an ultraviolet completion of (3.1) at a low
scale ⇤.
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Figure 13. Fit to the LHC diphoton excess in the cG–cB plane for  S = 45GeV, 5GeV, 2GeV,
1GeV, 0.1GeV and g  = 0 from upper left to lower right. The 95% CL regions favoured by the
reported diphoton excess are shaded green, while bounds from Run 1 and 2 data are shown as contour
lines coloured blue for dijets, yellow for  Z, magenta for ZZ, and red for monojets. There are no
bounds from the WW final states. The grey shaded areas are excluded at the 95% CL.
In fact, the allowed values of cG ' 1 and cB ' 200 translate into the following e↵ective
digluon and diphoton couplings,
Cg =
↵s
4⇡
cG
⇤
' 0.007
TeV
, C  =
↵
4⇡
cB
⇤
' 0.12
TeV
. (3.7)
The e↵ective spin-0 mediator coupling to gluons is hence of similar size to the e↵ective SM
Higgs digluon coupling, while the S field interacts with photons 20 times more strongly
than the Higgs. For smaller total widths of  S = 5GeV and 2GeV (upper middle and
right panel) the constraints on the Wilson coe cient cB become weaker by a factor of 3
and 5, while the minimal allowed value of cG remains basically the same. Reducing the
total width to  S = 1GeV (lower left panel), one sees that the regions disfavoured by
the monojet and dijet searches do not overlap anymore, allowing for an explanation of
the diphoton excess with cG ' cB ' 7. For  S = 0.1GeV (lower middle panel) monojet
searches do not provide a direct constraint on cG and cB any more, but invisible decays
S !   ¯ indirectly still play a role compared to the case of g  = 0 (lower right panel), since
significantly larger values of cB are needed for g  6= 0 to fit the diphoton excess if cG . 2.
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3.4 Direct detection
Direct detection experiments can also be used to constrain the generic scalar model LS ,
since it leads to a spin-independent (SI) DM-nucleon scattering cross section, but not the
pseudoscalar scenario LP , because it predicts spin-dependent and momentum-suppressed
rates. After the mediator S has been integrated out, the interactions (3.1) induce couplings
between DM and gluons, photons, as well as EW gauge bosons. If the gluon coupling is
non-vanishing at the scale MS , the couplings to photons and EW gauge bosons can be
shown to provide a subleading contribution to direct detection rates [54, 75, 76]. To keep
the discussion simple, we ignore such e↵ects and include only QCD corrections. The SI
DM-nucleon scattering cross section takes the form
( NSI)S '
g2 µ
2
N m
2
N f
2(cG)
⇡
, (3.8)
where µN  = mNm /(mN +m ) is the DM-nucleon reduced mass with mN ' 0.939GeV
the nucleon mass. The mediator-nucleon coupling f(cG) reads (see, e.g. [54, 75, 77, 78])
f(cG) ' cG
4⇡⇤M2S
✓
6↵sf
N
q +
8⇡
9
fNTG
◆
' 2cGf
N
TG
9⇤M2S
. (3.9)
Notice that to first approximation the coupling f(cG) only depends on the gluonic compo-
nent of the nucleon, i.e. fNTG = 1 
P
q=u,d,s f
N
q ' 0.894 [79, 80], while contributions from
the light-quark form factors fNq are suppressed by an additional power of ↵s.
Combining (3.8) and (3.9), one finds that for MS = 750GeV prototype axample the
size of the SI cross section is
( NSI)S ' 1.4 · 10 47 cm2 g2  c2G
✓
1TeV
⇤
◆2 ⇣ µN 
1GeV
⌘2
. (3.10)
Using this expression one can derive the region in the m – cG plane that is disfavoured by
direct detection experiments. The left panel in Fig. 14 shows the resulting constraints for
three di↵erent values of g , employing the recent LUX bound [81]6 One sees that depending
on whether g  is 0.5, 1, or 2, current direct detection experiments can exclude cG values
larger than around 16, 8, or 4 for DM masses around 40GeV. For smaller and larger
DM masses the LUX constraints soften and exclude only values of cG that are typically in
conflict with dijet bounds (see Fig. 13). Below we will combine the above direct detection
constraint with the LHC bounds for a scalar benchmark model.
6In this study we use the LUX result as an example to illustrate the impact from direct detection experi-
ments. As outlined in detail in the the LHC DM WG recommendation [5], also other experiments constrain
this parameter space. The PandaX-II experiment [82] possess similar sensitivity than LUX and together
they provide the strongest limits for DM-neutron scattering cross sections. For DM-proton scattering cross
sections the strongest limits are from the PICO collaboration [83, 84], while for DM particles lighter than
O(10GeV), solid-state cryogenic detectors as used by the SuperCDMS [85] and CRESST-II [86] collabora-
tions are more constraining than xenon experiments as their energy threshold is lower. The IceCube [87]
and Super-Kamiokande [88] neutrino observatories are also able to provide constrains.
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Figure 14. Left: Constraints in the m – cG plane arising from the LUX bound [81] on  NSI for
g  = 0.5 (dotted orange), g  = 1 (dashed orange), and g  = 2 (solid orange). The grey shaded
regions are excluded at a 90% CL. Middle: DM annihilation rate into gg (black line) for g˜  = 1,
c˜G = 5, c˜W = c˜B = 0 and ⇤ = 1TeV. The orange curve indicates the corresponding 95% CL bound
from [89] and the region shaded grey is excluded. Right: DM annihilation rate into    (black line)
for g˜  = 1, c˜B = 50, c˜G = c˜W = 0 and ⇤ = 1TeV. For comparison the 95% CL bound from [90] is
indicated employing the same colour scheme as in the middle panel.
3.5 Indirect detection
In contrast to direct detection, indirect detection is only relevant for the case of a pseu-
doscalar mediator, since DM annihilations mediated by scalar exchange are p-wave sup-
pressed. Constraints on the couplings of the pseudoscalar mediator arise from   ray line
searches [90–92] as well as continuum limits from observations of dwarf spheroidal galax-
ies [89, 93].
The velocity-averaged DM annihilation rates relevant for the following discussion are
given in terms of the couplings c˜G, c˜W , and c˜B by
h (  ¯! gg)vreli '
↵2s g
2
  c˜
2
G
⇡3⇤2
m4  
4m2   M2P
 2
+  2PM
2
P
,
h (  ¯!   )vreli '
↵2g2  (c˜W + c˜B)
2
8⇡3⇤2
m4  
4m2   M2P
 2
+  2PM
2
P
,
h (  ¯!  Z)vreli '
↵2g2 
✓
cw
sw
c˜W   sw
cw
c˜B
◆2
4⇡3⇤2
m4 
✓
1  M
2
Z
4m2 
◆3
 
4m2   M2P
 2
+  2PM
2
P
.
(3.11)
Notice that the given expressions are all independent of vrel ' 1.3 ·10 3 c, since the annihi-
lation rates all proceed via s-wave. To constrain the parameter space of the pseudoscalar
model, we compare the limits on   ¯! uu¯ from [89] with the predicted annihilation cross
section into gluons, while we use [90] with an Einasto R16 DM profile when comparing
with annihilation into the combination   + Z/2. We rescale all indirect limits by a factor
of 2 to take into account that they are obtained for Majorana DM while we are considering
Dirac DM.
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Our results for the DM annihilation rates into digluons and diphotons are shown in
the middle and on the right of Fig. 14. The parameters that we have employed to obtain
the plots are specified in the figure caption. From both panels it is evident that the
existing indirect detection limits exclude only realisations of the pseudoscalar model if
m  = O(MP /2) ' 375GeV, i.e., DM can annihilate resonantly into SM final states via P
exchange. Notice that in this mass region also the DM relic density constraints are most
easily fulfilled [51–55], since due to the resonance enhancement DM can annihilate e ciently
into SM states in the early universe. In order to give an example, in the case of the scalar
model the parameter choices m  = 323GeV, g  = 2.7, cG = 1.9, and cB = 132 [51] allow
for instance to reproduce the observed relic abundance ⌦h2 ' 0.12, if standard thermal
freezeout is assumed. For this parameters the predicted diphoton cross section is consistent
with (3.6) and the total decay width of the scalar amounts to  S = 29GeV.7
3.6 Benchmark scenarios
To compare the constraints from collider DM searches with other experiments, the best-fit
diphoton bounds, the indirect search bounds, and the direct detection searches for the
prototype 750 GeV case can be plotted in the g – cG plane with a fixed DM mass. The
choice of this plane constitutes all allowed free couplings since the diphoton cross section
measurement constrains the photon coupling in terms of the other DM and gluon couplings.
The final collider bounds on this prototype scenario are determined from the observed
/ET distribution [61] through a CLs fit [94–98] exploiting the full shape. The quoted change
in likelihood corresponding to the 95% CL is presented as the exclusion bound.
The combined bounds are shown in Fig. 15. The collider searches are essentially in-
dependent of the coupling structure, so the bound for the mediator holds if the mediator
is either a scalar or a pseudoscalar. For direct detection, the shown bounds only apply in
the case that the mediator is a scalar, while the continuum and   ray line searches limits
constrain only the pseudoscalar mediator. For large DM couplings where the total width is
dominated by the DM contribution  (S !  ¯ ) additional modifications of the production
cross section occur when the DM particle mass encroaches the region of resonant anni-
hilation m  = O(MS/2) ' 375GeV. These modifications can be taken into account by
considering three benchmark DM masses on-shell production m  = 1GeV, resonant pro-
duction m  = 374GeV, and near resonant production m  = 360GeV. All three scenarios
are shown in Fig. 15.
For DM searches both on-shell and near-resonant production, the collider searches
drive the constraining power. Constraints from the collider are strongest for large values
of cG or g . For pseudoscalar mediators, bounds from the   ray line searches exclude the
region of large diphoton coupling. The continuum indirect detection bounds exceed the
collider bounds and provide the strongest constraints in the region of resonant production
where m  = 374GeV. For scalar mediators, direct detection provides the strongest current
bound when m  = 374GeV. For the other scenarios, collider constraints dominate.
7Note that the quoted parameters are viable if 8TeV LHC data is considered, as done in [51], but they
are incompatible with the latest 13TeV CMS /ET + j results [61], as they lead to a signal strength of 20 fb.
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Figure 15. Comparison of the bounds from direct detection [81],   ray line searches [91, 92],
continuum indirect detection [89, 93], and constraints from collider monojet searches with the best
fit measurements of the putative diphoton excess assuming a fixed diphoton coupling. Three plots
are shown for three di↵erent DM masses, to show the modification in the sensitivity of the searches
in the resonant and non-resonant scenario. Finally, bounds for direct detection can only be applied
when the 750GeV mediator is assumed to be scalar, whereas bounds from the photon line and
indirect searches are only valid when the mediator is a pseudoscalar. Bounds from collider searches
are valid in both cases.
Although the detailed numbers in the above analysis apply to the specific 750 GeV
diphoton excess reported by ATLAS and CMS, the manner in which the LHC, direct
and indirect constraints interplay is more general, as is the approach described above for
modelling the potential discovery of a mediator particle and linking it to DM physics.
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4 Other simplified models of interest
In this Section we highlight other interesting options for simplified models that could be
studied in more detail in the future. In Subsection 4.1 we outline interesting features of
t-channel simplified models, while in Subsection 4.2 we discuss some interesting models
with spin-2 mediators. We conclude this part with a discussion about simplified models
with pseudo-Dirac DM in Subsection 4.3.
4.1 A few representative t-channel simplified models
So far, we have focused on simplified models with the s-channel exchange of the mediatior.
However, it is now relevant to build and explore simplified models with the mediator
exchanged in the t channel. While for the s-channel mediator exchange the EFT description
breaks down spectacularly in the case of a light mediator that can be produced on-shell, also
in the t-channel case there are sizable regions of the parameter space probed by the LHC
where the EFT approach breaks down [99], and therefore a simplified model description is
important in this case as well.
Since we wish to produce the DM via colored particles at the LHC, but the DM particle
itself cannot be colored, the mediator exchanged in the t channel needs to carry non-trivial
color. Thus, it is possible to search for the mediator via its direct QCD pair production.
This is the leitmotiv of all t-channel models.
By restricting ourselves to scalar or fermion DM and to tree-level mediation only,
there are four possible t-channel simplified models, see, e.g., the recent review [100] for
more details.
Perhaps the most relevant one is the case of a “squark-like” mediator (the model 0t12 ,
following the nomenclature of [100]).
The reason why we believe this simplified model is particularly interesting is twofold:
on the one hand, in this model the mediator has the quantum numbers of squarks in
SUSY, and therefore the analyses for squark searches can be e ciently readapted, and,
on the other hand, the other t-channel models either share with it very similar collider
phenomenology, or involve suppressed higher-dimensional interactions. For these reasons
we recommend the experimental collaborations to start from this model and to consider it
as a benchmark for t-channel simplified models.
Let us now discuss the 0t12 model in more detail. The DM is a Dirac or Majorana
fermion   and the interactions with the quarks are mediated by a set of colored scalar
particles ⌘(i). For simplicity, we will only consider the case where the DM is a total singlet
under the SM symmetries, in particular DM carries no flavor or EW quantum numbers
(see, e.g., [101–103] for scenarios with “flavored” DM). This implies that the scalar mediator
carries not only color charge, but also EW and flavor charges, and hence it resembles the
squarks of the minimal supersymmetric extension of the SM.
The most general Lagrangian describing the renormalizable interactions between the
SM quark doublets (Q(i)L = (uL, dL)
(i)) and singlets (u(i)R and d
(i)
R ) of flavour i = 1, 2, 3, a
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fermion singlet DM  , and the colored mediators ⌘(i) is given by
L =
X
i=1,2,3
gi  
⇣
Q¯(i)L ⌘
(i)
L + u¯
(i)
R ⌘
(i)
u,R + d¯
(i)
R ⌘
(i)
d,R
⌘
+ h.c., (4.1)
where the mediators ⌘(i)L , ⌘
(i)
u,R, ⌘
(i)
d,R transform under the SM gauge group SU(3)c⌦SU(2)L⌦
U(1)Y according to the representations (3, 2, 1/6), (3, 1, 2/3), and (3, 1, 1/3), respec-
tively.
The minimal width of the generic mediator ⌘(i) of massMi decaying to a generic quark
qi and the DM particle is simply
 (⌘i ! q¯i ) = g
2
i
16⇡
M2i  m2qi  m2 
M3i
q
(M2i  m2   m2qi)2   4m2 m2qi '
g2iMi
16⇡
"
1  m
2
 
M2i
#2
,
(4.2)
where the last expression holds for Mi,m    mqi .
A simplification of the Lagrangian (4.1) arises by assuming Minimal Flavour Violation
(MFV), which implies that the ⌘i’s have equal masses M1 =M2 =M3 ⌘M and couplings
g1 = g2 = g3 ⌘ g, and therefore the model has only three parameters: {m ,M, g}, with
the restriction m  < M to ensure the stability of the DM.
The MFV hypothesis implies that couplings to third-generation quarks should be
nonzero. However, from the point of view of flavor constraints, in some particular sit-
uations it may also be safe to violate MFV and restrict the Lagrangian (4.1) to the first
two generations i = 1, 2. In any case, we recommend to stick to MFV and to include the
couplings to heavy flavors, as they also induce interesting collider phenomenology, allowing
the possibility of exploiting also the searches with b jets in the final state.
For the parameter scan, we recommend to fix the value of the flavor-universal coupling
g (e.g., g = 1) while performing a scan over m ,M , with m  < M . The parameter space
points need to satisfy the narrow-width condition for the mediator  /M < 1 and allow for
a su cient number of events to pass the experimental selections (see, e.g., Table 2.8 of the
LHC DMF report [4]).
Considering a subset of the general model described by (4.1) may represent a convenient
starting point to perform the experimental analyses. Several choices for the mediators in the
general Lagrangian of Eq. (4.1) have been studied in the literature: all mediator species
⌘(i)L , ⌘
(i)
u,R, ⌘
(i)
d,R (for i = 1, 2) [104–106], only ⌘
(i)
L [99, 107–110], only ⌘
(i)
u,R [109], only ⌘
(i)
d,R
[104, 105, 109], or combinations [111, 112]. For instance, one can choose to couple the
mediators only to left-handed quarks Q(i)L (i = 1, 2, 3). Of couse, other choices can (and
should) be explored in a similar fashion. In this simpler setup, there are three scalar colored
mediators ⌘(i)L , with the quantum numbers of the left-handed squarks. The Lagrangian,
with the MFV assumption, is then simply given by a subset of the interactions of the
general Lagrangian (4.1)
L =
X
i=1,2,3
g ⌘(i)L Q¯
(i)
L  + h.c. , (4.3)
with   being either a Dirac or a Majorana fermion singlet.
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The collider phenomenology of this model is mainly driven by the 1 jet + /ET and 2
jets + /ET signals. The former is mostly due to the usual initial-state radiation of a parton
from the processes of DM pair production with t-channel exchange of the ⌘(i)L (radiation
of a gluon from the ⌘(i)L is also possible but suppressed, although this process and the
analogue ones with EW radiation play a relevant role in indirect detection, see, e.g. [113–
117]). The latter process (2 jets+/ET ) is instead a rather distinctive feature of t-channel
models, because it is mostly arises from pair production of the mediator, followed by the
decay ⌘i ! ui , see diagrams in Fig. 16.
Mediator pair production is typically dominated by QCD interactions, being initiated
by two gluons or u¯iui. However, since the mediator has EW charges, also Drell–Yan
pair production is possible and, more importantly, it is possible to produce a pair of ⌘(i)
from u¯iui (or even via the leading channel uiui, for Majorana DM) through the t-channel
exchange of a DM particle (right diagram of Fig. 16). This process is controlled by the
Yukawa coupling g of the simplified model. An interesting feature to keep in mind is that
g is a free parameter, whereas in SUSY the coupling of squarks and neutralinos is set to be
a combination of gauge couplings. Therefore, depending on the value of g compared to the
strong gauge coupling, the relative importance of the diagrams for the ⌘ pair production
(QCD with respect to DM exchange) can be varied. Another di↵erence with respect to the
SUSY case is that the DM can be a Dirac fermion, unlike the neutralino.
Powerful analyses can be carried out by exploiting the combination of the searches for
the monojet signal with mediator pair production (see, e.g. [104, 109, 111, 112] for early
work), and by a proper reformulation of the squark searches with the Yukawa coupling g
as free parameter.
As far as the comparison with other experiments is concerned, the limits from direct
detection are rather strong for Dirac DM, as it leads to spin-independent DM-nucleus
scattering, while in the Majorana DM case only spin-dependent scattering is allowed, for
which current constraints are much weaker. Combining LHC and direct detection results
with the requirement of a correct relic abundance excludes the 0t12 model with Dirac
DM with masses below TeV, while a Majorana DM candidate is still viable for a DM
particle mass above ⇠100 GeV [112]. However, it should be noted that the relic density
constraint may be evaded by either alternative (non-thermal) production mechanisms in
the early universe, or by assuming that only a fraction of the present energy density of DM
has originated from freeze-out, or by additional DM candidates with respect to the one
produced at LHC.
Another representative t-channel model is the model with a “vector-like quark” media-
tor (the model 12 t0, following the nomenclature of [100]), where the DM particle is a scalar
singlet   and the mediator  is a vector-like colored fermion. By choosing to couple the
mediator and the DM particle to right-handed quarks, and assuming MFV, the Lagrangian
is
L = 1
2
⇥
(@µ )
2  m2  2
⇤
+  ¯(i /D  M) + (y    ¯ qR + h.c.). (4.4)
The case of the mediator coupling to left-handed quarks can be worked out similarly. The
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Figure 16. Some representative diagrams for mediator pair production in the t-channel 0t 12 model,
which contribute to 2 jets+/ET events.
mediator is a color triplet and electrically charged, so it is pair produced mainly via QCD
interactions (the processes are depicted in [118], Fig. 6).
For phenomenological studies of this simplified model, including an analysis of the
LHC constraints, see [118–121]. The reach for this model is improved by combining the
DM searches with the collider searches for vector-like quarks, to be interpreted as searches
for the mediator.
We expect the collider phenomenology of this model to be similar, although not iden-
tical, to the one of the 0t12 (squark-like mediator) model discussed at the beginning of
this Subsection, as some processes for mediator pair production are di↵erent. As for the
combinations with other searches, it should be noted that the direct and indirect detection
phenomenology of this model is very di↵erent from the case with a squark-like mediator
(see, e.g., [100]). Combining all the available limits from LHC, direct, and indirect detec-
tion, as well as relic density constraints, one ends up with a rather constrained scenario,
but still some parameter space is available for m  & 200 GeV and m /m  . 2 [118], which
is worth exploring with analyses of the upcoming data.
4.2 Spin-2 models
The behaviour of DM depends on the way it interacts with the SM and, in particular,
on the quantum numbers of both DM and the mediator. An interesting possibility for a
new kind of spin-two mediator has been proposed in Ref. [122] in the so-called Gravity-
Mediated Dark Matter (GMDM) model. In this scenario, the origin of DM is linked to a
new sector of strong interactions (gravity or its gauge dual) and mediation to the SM is
via spin-two and spin-zero states. In the gravitational interpretation of the scenario, these
mediator states can be identified as the lightest Kaluza–Klein graviton and radion of the
compact extra dimension. In the gauge dual scenario, these states are glueballs linked to
the spontaneous breaking of symmetries. Fortunately, the behaviour of the GMDM spin-2
mediator hµ⌫ is determined by the low-energy symmetries of the theory [123], and is largely
independent of the interpretation of the spin-two state. In particular, DM and SM fields
would interact with the mediator via dimension-five operators involving the same type of
couplings as from the stress-tensor Tµ⌫ , namely
Lint =  ci
⇤
hµ⌫ T
(i)µ⌫ , (4.5)
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where the index i denotes any kind of field, DM or SM, and ⇤ is the scale suppressing
the interactions. In [122, 124], it was found that an unsuppressed s-wave annihilation is
possible for scalar, vector and fermionic DM.
This distinctive scenario for DM is largely unexplored and may deserve a closer look.
The DM phenomenology via a spin-2 mediator necessarily involves higher-dimensional op-
erators, which emulates the suppression of contact interactions, yet in a resonant regime
where the mediator is on-shell. In particular, one would need to explore further the im-
plications in direct detection and collider phenomenology of these models. For example,
current searches for spin-2 Kaluza–Klein gravitons could be made in the context of GMDM
and linked to the DM searches at the LHC, as illustrated recently in the interpretation of
GMDM in the context of the 750 GeV diphoton excess [125].
4.3 Pseudo-Dirac DM
The starting point is to consider a generic new four-component Dirac fermion  that is a
singlet under the SM gauge group. We consider the most general Lagrangian for  with
both Dirac (MD) and Majorana (mL,R) masses [126]:
L0 =  ¯(i/@  MD)   mL
2
( ¯cPL + h.c.)  mR
2
( ¯cPR + h.c.), (4.6)
where PR,L = (1 ±  5)/2. We focus on the “pseudo-Dirac” limit of the mass matrix,
where MD   mL,mR. The two mass eigenstates, denoted by  1,2, with masses m1,2 =
MD ⌥ (mL +mR)/2, will be linear combinations of  , c. It is then possible to construct
the Majorana fields  M1 , 
M
2 out of the mass eigenstates:  
M
1 ⌘  1+ c1 and  M2 ⌘  2+ c2.
The spectrum of this model consists of the lightest state  M1 with mass M1 = MD  
(mL +mR)/2, identified with a Majorana DM particle, and a slightly heavier companion
state  M2 , with mass M2 = M1 + M = M1 + (mL +mR). The model described by the
free Lagrangian L0 is simply defined by the two mass parameters M1, M .
The situation with pseudo-Dirac fermions may also be realized in a SUSY framework,
see e.g. Refs. [127–131].
At this point one needs to consider the interactions of  with the SM fields f . The
choice made in [126] was to consider e↵ective (non-renormalizable) interactions. At dimen-
sion six, one can write:
Lint = 1
⇤2
⇥
 ¯ µ(cLPL + cRPR) 
⇤⇥ hf¯ µ(c(f)L PL + c(f)R PR)fi , (4.7)
where cR,L, c
(f)
R,L are generic operator coe cients. Other dimension-6 operators are possible,
e.g. those leading to anapole moments of Majorana Dark Matter fermions with SM gauge
bosons [132–134]. The analysis of such operators in the context of pseudo-Dirac Dark
Matter deserves further investigation.
The Lagrangian (4.7) can be rewritten in terms of the Majorana mass eigenstates  M1,2,
leading to terms for the interactions of two  M1 particles
Lint,11 = 1
⇤2
cR   cL
4
⇥
 ¯M1  
µ 5 M1
⇤⇥ 1
2
h
(c(f)L + c
(f)
R )f¯ µf + (c
(f)
R   c(f)L )f¯ µ 5f
i
, (4.8)
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and to terms for the interaction of  M1 with  
M
2
Lint,12 = i
⇤2
cR + cL
2
⇥
 ¯M1  
µ M2
⇤ 1
2
h
(c(f)L + c
(f)
R )f¯ µf + (c
(f)
R   c(f)L )f¯ µ 5f
i
. (4.9)
The pseudo-Dirac DM scenario, despite its minimality, has several interesting features,
as we now describe briefly (see [126] for more details).
• With a large enough splitting  M & O(10   100 keV), DM-nucleon scattering in-
volves only the elastic scattering of a Majorana DM particle  M1 , and it is driven
by the interactions in (4.8), which are spin-dependent. In this way the stringent
constraints on spin-independent scattering are evaded.
• The relic density is driven by the coannihilation channel of the two nearly-degenerate
states  M1  
M
2 ! f¯f described by the terms in Eq. (4.9), since the Majorana annihi-
lations of  M1  
M
1 and  
M
2  
M
2 are either suppressed by mf or by the relative velocity
(p-wave).
• The same interaction terms in Eq. (4.9) responsible for the relic abundance calculation
are also driving the decay of  M2 !  M1 ff¯ . For mass splittings of the order of GeV,
the decay lengths can naturally be of the order of a measurable displaced vertex.
By considering f as a lepton, the edge of the dilepton invariant mass distribution is
directly related to the mass splitting  M . So by just measuring the decay length
and the dilepton edge one can determine the overall DM mass scale and the mass
splitting.
• As a consequence of the last two points, it is possible to relate the decay length to
the DM relic abundance and the mass parameters of the model, in such a way that
one can make a prediction for the DM mass, to be tested against other independent
measurements.
Pseudo-Dirac DM is particularly interesting in the context of collider physics, since it leads
to a rather rich phenomenology for DM searches beyond the usual missing transverse energy
signature, such as the displaced vertex signatures which have not been fully explored yet
in this context. (See also the discussion of SUSY DM signatures in the next Section.)
It was remarked during the workshop that it would be interesting to adapt the analysis
of [126] in the framework of simplified models (Note: simplified models for coannihilation
scenarios have been worked out in [135]). This e↵ort will require replacing the e↵ective
interactions in Eq. (4.7) with the inclusion of a mediator, which is currently under way.
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5 What can we learn about simplified DM models from SUSY?
In this Section we review general features of DM in complete SUSY models, and propose
how these could inspire and guide the development of improved SDMMs.
In the absence of clear theoretical guidance, much experimental and phenomenological
e↵ort has gone into probing models with universal soft SUSY breaking at the GUT scale,
such as the CMSSM in which universality is postulated for the gauginos and all scalars,
and models with non-universal Higgs masses (NUHM1,2). These models are already signifi-
cantly constrained by the LHC Run 1 data (with p-values ⇠ 0.1), if one attempts to explain
the gµ  2 anomaly [136]. On the other hand, if one treats n soft supersymmetry-breaking
masses as independent phenomenological inputs at the EW scale, as in pMSSMn models,
retaining only the degree of universality motivated by the upper limits on flavour-changing
neutral currents, the LHC constraints are less restrictive (p ⇠ 0.3) and the gµ  2 anomaly
can still be accommodated [137].
5.1 The DM mechanisms in SUSY
Generically, assuming standard Big Bang cosmology and requiring that the relic density
of lightest supersymmetric particles (LSPs) respect the upper limit imposed by the Planck
satellite and other measurements imposes an upper limit on the range of possible soft
SUSY breaking masses in universal models. Within this range, many di↵erent mechanisms
for bringing the DM density into the allowed cosmological range may come into play, not
only the conventional annihilation and freeze-out mechanism. For example, there may be
enhanced, rapid annihilation through direct channel resonances such as Z, h, H/A, X(750).
Also, coannihilation with some other, almost-degenerate SUSY particle species such as the
lighter stau (⌧˜1), top squark (t˜1), wino, or sneutrino, may be important.
Figure 17 illustrates the most important DM mechanisms in the CMSSM (upper left
panel), NUHM1 (upper right panel), NUHM2 (lower left panel), and pMSSM10 (lower right
panel), colour-coded as indicated in the legend [138]. We see immediately the importance
of including coannihilation with staus (pink), stops (grey), and charginos (green), as well
as the need to take into account enhanced annihilations through direct channel resonances
such as the h (pink), heavy SUSY Higgs bosons (dark blue), and the Z boson (yellow),
often in combination as indicated by the hybrid regions (purple).
It is, therefore, desirable to extend the simplified model approach to include at least
some of these possibilities in order to achieve a more realistic description of relevant DM
mechanisms in SDMMs. (See Ref. [135] for a discussion of simplified models for coannihi-
lation.)
5.2 Collider signatures
A corollary of the importance of coannihilation is that in many scenarios the next-to-lightest
supersymmetric particle (NLSP) may have a mass only slightly greater than that of the
LSP, in which case it may have a long lifetime, opening up the possibility of signatures
from displaced vertices and/or massive metastable charged particles passing through the
detector [138]. For example, in the CMSSM, NUHM1, and NUHM2 one can find thatm⌧˜1 
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Figure 17. The (m0,m1/2) planes in the CMSSM (upper left), the NUHM1 (upper right), and the
NUHM2 (lower left), and the (mq˜,m ˜01) plane in the pMSSM10 [138]. Regions in which di↵erent
mechanisms bring the DM density into the allowed range are shaded as described in the legend and
discussed in the text. The red and blue contours are the   2 = 2.30 and 5.99 contours found in
global fits to these models, corresponding approximately to the 68 and 95% CL contours, with the
green stars indicating the best fit points, and the solid purple contours show the current LHC 95%
exclusions from /ET searches. In the CMSSM, NUHM1, and NUHM2 cases, the dashed purple
contours show the prospective 5  discovery reaches for /ET searches at the LHC with 3000 fb 1 of
data at
p
s = 14 TeV. In the pMSSM10 case, the dashed purple contour shows the 95% CL exclusion
sensitivity of the LHC with 3000 fb 1, assuming mg˜   mq˜, and the dash-dotted lines bound the
corresponding sensitivity region assuming mg˜ = 4.5 TeV.
mLSP < m⌧ , in which case the ⌧˜1 lifetime can be very long [139], as seen in Fig. 18 [138],
which displays in colour code the lifetime of the ⌧˜1 at the best fit point for each pair of
(m0,m1/2) values in the CMSSM (left panel) and the NUHM1 (right panel). We see that
a long-lived stau may be a distinctive signature in the regions of these models that can
be explored in future runs of the LHC. Long-lived NLSP signatures also appear in other
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models of SUSY breaking, e.g., minimal anomaly-mediated SUSY breaking, in which the
appropriate DM density is obtained by coannihilation of the LSP with a nearly degenerate
long-lived wino.
Figure 18. The (m0,m1/2) planes in the CMSSM (left panel) and the NUHM1 (right panel),
showing (colour coded) the lifetime of the lighter stau [139] for the best fit at each point in the
plane [138]. The red, blue, and purple contours have the same significances as in Fig. 17.
It is, therefore, desirable to consider other possible signatures of DM models, such as
the appearance of long-lived particles. (See also the discussion of pseudo-Dirac DM in the
previous Section.)
Furthermore, simplified DM models typically do not take into account the complexity
of many mechanisms of producing DM particles. In SUSY, as well as other frameworks
such as extra dimensions, most DM particles are not produced directly at the LHC, but
appear at the final stage of cascade decays of heavier SUSY particles. Typically, strongly
interacting particles (e.g. squarks and gluinos in SUSY models) are produced and then
decay via many possible intermediate particles into the DM particle (e.g., the LSP in SUSY
models). Figure 19 illustrates the important possible decays of gluinos and squarks in the
pMSSM10, colour-coded according to the dominant decay for the best fit parameter set at
each point in the displayed plane [137]. A comprehensive study of SUSY models should
take these decays and their branching fractions into account; assuming that one particular
decay mode is dominant is likely to lead to an over-estimated exclusion of realistic models.
The importance of these considerations is illustrated in Fig. 20, that displays the  2
likelihood functions for the gluino mass (left panel) and the lighter stop mass (right panel) in
the pMSSM10 (solid black lines), the NUHM2 (solid blue lines), the NUHM1 (dashed blue
lines), and the CMSSM (dashed blue lines) [137]. In each model, careful attention has been
paid to the implementation of the LHC Run 1 constraints on a variety of di↵erent SUSY
production and decay channels and their respective branching fractions. Two important
points are worth noting. In the case of the gluino, the lower limit on its mass from LHC
Run 1 is significantly weaker than for the other models, reflecting the importance of taking
into account the complexity of possible SUSY cascade decay channels seen in Fig. 19. In
the stop case, the pMSSM10 features a compressed stop region with   2 . 2 that is not
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Figure 19. Illustration of the dominant g˜ decays (left panel) and q˜ decays (right panel) in the
pMSSM10 [137]. The pale blue solid (dashed) lines show the estimated LHC sensitivities with
300 fb 1(3000 fb 1).
visible in the NUHM2, NUHM1, and CMSSM cases. Understanding the interplay between
several di↵erent production and decay mechanisms is essential to estimate correctly the
LHC reach in this region.
Figure 20. One-dimensional profile likelihood functions for mg˜ and mt˜1 : the solid black lines are
for the pMSSM10, the solid blue lines for the NUHM2, the dashed blue lines for the NUHM1, and
the dotted blue lines for the CMSSM [137].
Therefore, we conclude that care must be taken in interpreting simplified models:
many competing decay modes are possible in realistic models, which are not likely to feature
simple decay chains.
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5.3 Interplay of Collider and Direct Detection Searches in SUSY
Figure 21 emphasizes that the interplay between LHC and direct DM searches is quite
di↵erent in di↵erent SUSY models [138]. The detectability of a specific model depends on
the dominant mechanism for fixing the DM density via its spin-independent DM scattering
cross section  SIp , as can be seen in each of the panels. For example, in the CMSSM, the
stop coannihilation regions lie very close to the current LUX exclusion, whereas the H/A
annihilation region likely lies within the future reach of the LZ experiment [140] and the
stau coannihilation region may require a more sensitive experiment. On the other hand,
in the pMSSM10 the chargino coannihilation region apparently lies mainly within reach of
LZ, whereas portions of the chargino coannihilation region, the stau coannihilation region,
and the h and Z funnels may lie below the neutrino ‘floor’ where there is an irreducible
neutrino background. Overall assessments of the LHC and direct search sensitivities for
these models, the NUHM1 and the NUHM2, are given in Table 2.
Table 2. Summary of SUSY detectability in the CMSSM, NUHM1, NUHM2, and pMSSM10
models at the LHC in searches for /ET events, long-lived charged particles (LL), and heavy A/H
Higgs bosons, and in direct DM search experiments, depending on the dominant mechanism for
bringing the DM density into the cosmological range [138]. The symbols X, (X) and ⇥ indicate
good prospects, interesting possibilities and poorer prospects, respectively. The symbol – indicates
that a DM mechanism is not important for the corresponding model.
DM Exp’t Models
mechanism CMSSM NUHM1 NUHM2 pMSSM10
⌧˜1 LHC X /ET , X LL (X /ET , X LL) (X /ET , X LL) (X /ET ), ⇥ LL
coann. DM (X) (X) ⇥ ⇥
 ˜±1 LHC – ⇥ ⇥ (X /ET )
coann. DM – X X (X)
t˜1 LHC – – X /ET –
coann. DM – – ⇥ –
A/H LHC X A/H (X A/H) (X A/H) –
funnel DM X X (X) –
Focus LHC (X /ET ) – – –
point DM X – – –
h, Z LHC – – – (X /ET )
funnels DM – – – (X)
Based on these findings, we see that a detailed consideration of the relevant DM mech-
anisms is as important for direct searches as it is for LHC searches, and needs to be taken
into account in assessing the interplay between these search strategies.
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Figure 21. The (m ˜01 , 
SI
p ) planes in the CMSSM (upper left), the NUHM1 (upper right), the
NUHM2 (lower left), and the pMSSM10 (lower right) [138]. The red and blue solid lines are
the   2 = 2.30 and 5.99 contours, and the solid purple lines show the projected 95% exclusion
sensitivity of the LZ experiment [140]. The green and black lines show the current sensitivities of
the XENON100 [141] and LUX [142] experiments, respectively, and the dashed orange line shows the
astrophysical neutrino ‘floor’ [143, 144], below which astrophysical neutrino backgrounds dominate
(yellow region).
5.4 Lessons from SUSY for simplified DM models
In this Section we have discussed the lessons we can learn for the development for simplified
models from a complete theory like SUSY. This is important to identify potential oversim-
plification of simplified models and how this can be overcome. For example, one should
check that a simplified model can reasonably be extended to yield an acceptable DM den-
sity, remembering that there are many di↵erent mechanisms for bringing the DM density
into the cosmological range. In addition to the conventional annihilation and freezeout, one
should consider extending the simplified model approach to include other possibilities such
as coannihilation with some other, almost degenerate particle (e.g., the stau, stop, wino in
SUSY), as well as the possibility of rapid annihilation via direct channel resonances. One
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should keep in mind possible non-/ET final-state signatures such as displaced vertices and/or
massive long-lived particles in coannihilation scenarios. One should also remember that
DM particles appear typically at the ends of cascade decays of heavier particles, and it may
be misleading to assume that any particular production or decay channel dominates. The
sensitivities of both the LHC and direct DM detection experiments are quite dependent
on these features, and it is desirable for simplified models to be extended to take at least
some of these possibilities into account.
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6 Summary and Recommendations
In this White Paper we have summarised the discussions and corresponding follow-up
studies of the brainstorming meeting “Next generation of simplified Dark Matter models”
held at the Imperial College, London on May 6, 2016 [1]. Based on this work we have defined
a short list of recommendations, which we think will be important for defining both short-
term and long-term strategies for the evolution of simplified Dark Matter models. This
White Paper is an input to the ongoing discussion within the experimental and theoretical
community about the extension and refinement of simplified Dark Matter models.
In Section 2 we studied in detail the extension of SDMMs with a scalar mediator,
as currently used by ATLAS and CMS, to include mixing with the SM Higgs boson. We
conclude that including mixing provides a more realistic description of the underlying kine-
matic properties that a complete physics model would possess. The addition of the mixing
with the Higgs also provides the opportunity to interpret this class of models in the context
of LHC Higgs measurements, as these results constrain the required mixing angle in these
models. Furthermore, the scalar mixing model also provides the option to compare and
combine consistently searches targeting di↵erent experimental signatures. For example, in
this model a consistent interpretation of missing transverse energy searches, such as mono-
jet, mono-V , and VBF-tagged analyses, which are sensitive to di↵erent production modes
— gluon fusion, associated, and VBF production, respectively — is possible. Therefore,
connecting the missing energy DM searches with other LHC measurements of properties of
SM final states will result in a more complete and rigorous interpretation. We recommend
that the class of SDMMs with scalar mediator and mixing with the Higgs boson should
become part of the portfolio of simplified models studied by the LHC experiments.
Using the example of the recently observed excess in the high-mass diphoton searches
in ATLAS and CMS for definiteness, we have discussed in Section 3 how a hypothetical
signal for production of a new mediator can be connected to DM using simplified models.
This exercise was intended as an example of a case study of how to correlate searches
with di↵erent experimental signatures in order to characterise the properties of a newly
discovered particle in the context of DM. This study highlights that within the framework of
simplified models, possibly combined with e↵ective couplings, it is rather straightforward
to connect a new physics signal observed in a visible channel with DM searches or vice
versa. Using the simplified DM model with scalar (pseudoscalar) mediator and extending
it using e↵ective couplings, we have shown that it is possible to not only connect the
diphoton excess with di↵erent important visible signatures such as  Z, ZZ, WW , and
dijets, but also with generic DM signatures such as the monojet search. Therefore, this
pragmatic ansatz enables one to link a potential signal in one channel with searches for
other experimental signatures, which then can be used to verify/falsify potential signal
models and to study their underlying nature. We believe that exploring these links is vital
for guiding the experimental search programme in case of a discovery of a new particle.
We recommend that the development of discovery-oriented simplified models that manifest
themselves in a variety of experimental signatures, such as the one used in the example to
characterise the 750GeV diphoton excess, should be an important part of future activities
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of the LHC DM working group.
We highlighted in Section 4 the importance of t-channel and spin-2 mediator SDMMs,
as well as models in which the properties of the DM candidate are di↵erent from the cur-
rently canonically assumed Dirac fermion, such as pseudo-Dirac DM. We recommend that
SDMMs with t-channel exchange and other properties like a spin-2 mediator or di↵erent
DM candidates should be studied with higher priority in the future.
Last but not least, we have discussed in Section 5 important properties of SUSY
DM and how these could aid the development of new simplified DM models that possess
more realistic mechanisms for bringing the DM density into the cosmological range. In
addition to the conventional annihilation and freezeout, SDMMs could be extended to
include other possibilities such as coannihilation with an almost degenerate particle, as
well as the possibility of rapid annihilation via direct-channel resonances. We recommend
that properties of complete models, such as SUSY and its DM sector, should become a
stronger guide for the development of more realistic SDMMs in the future.
6.1 Recommendations of the White Paper in a nutshell
• We recommend that the class of SDMMs with scalar mediator and mixing with the
Higgs boson should become part of the o cial portfolio of simplified models studied
by the LHC experiments.
• We recommend the development of discovery-oriented SDMMs that manifest them-
selves in a variety of experimental signatures, such as the one used to characterise
the 750GeV diphoton excess, should be an important part of future activities of the
LHC DM working group.
• We recommend that SDMMs with t-channel exchange and other properties such as a
spin-2 mediator or di↵erent DM candidates should be studied with higher priority in
the future.
• We recommend that properties of complete models, such as SUSY and its DM sector,
should become a stronger guide for the development of more realistic SDMMs.
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